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CONS P EC TU S

M any of the functions and applications of advanced materials
result from their interfacial structures and properties. How-

ever, the difficulty in characterizing the surface structure of these
materials at an atomic level can often slow their further development.
Solid-state NMR can probe surface structure and complement
established surface science techniques, but its low sensitivity often
limits its application. Many materials have low surface areas and/or
low concentrations of active/surface sites. Dynamic nuclear polariza-
tion (DNP) is one intriguingmethod to enhance the sensitivity of solid-
state NMR experiments by several orders of magnitude. In a DNP
experiment, the large polarization of unpaired electrons is transferred
to surrounding nuclei, which provides a maximum theoretical DNP
enhancement of ∼658 for 1H NMR. In this Account, we discuss the
application of DNP to enhance surface NMR signals, an approach
known as DNP surface enhanced NMR spectroscopy (DNP SENS).

Enabling DNP for these systems requires bringing an exogene-
ous radical solution into contact with surfaces without diluting the
sample. We proposed the incipient wetness impregnation technique
(IWI), a well-known method in materials science, to impregnate porous and particulate materials with just enough radical containing
solution to fill the porous volume. IWI offers several advantages: it is extremely simple, provides a uniform wetting of the surface, and
does not increase the sample volume or substantially reduce the concentration of the sample.

This Account describes the basic principles behind DNP SENS through results obtained for mesoporous and nanoparticulate
samples impregnated with radical solutions. We also discuss the quantification of the overall sensitivity enhancements obtained
with DNP SENS and compare that with ordinary room temperature NMR spectroscopy. We then review the development of
radicals and solvents that give the best possible enhancements today. With the best polarizing mixtures, DNP SENS enhances
sensitivity by a factor of up to 100, which decreases acquisition time by five orders of magnitude. Such enhancement enables the
detailed and expedient atomic level characterization of the surfaces of complex materials at natural isotopic abundance and opens
new avenues for NMR. To illustrate these improvements, we describe the successful application of DNP SENS to characterize
hybrid materials, organometallic surface species, and metal�organic frameworks.

Introduction
The ability to determine three-dimensionalmolecular struc-

tures from single crystals by diffraction methods has trans-

formed molecular and materials science over the past 100

years, leading to the structure-based understanding of

chemistry we have today. However, when the species of

interest is at a surface, the problem of structure elucidation

becomes much more challenging.

The rational development of new materials for applica-

tions as diverse as conversion/capture of atmospheric CO2,
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solar energy, gas storage/separation, hydrogen production, or

advanced sensors requires structure�property relationships to

beestablished.1 Today, EXAFS, vibrational (IR andRaman), and

electronic (UV�Vis) spectroscopies, together with surface

science techniques (XPS, Auger, atomic force and electron

microscopy) and mass spectrometry (SIMS) are used to char-

acterize surfaces. However,methods for complete atomic level

characterization have remained elusive unless high-vacuum

techniques andwell-defined crystalline phases are considered.

Solid-statenuclearmagnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (in

conjunction with other methods) could be the method of

choice, but it is plagued by poor sensitivity.

NMR has intrinsically low sensitivity (compared to higher

energy spectroscopies), which is further exacerbated for sur-

face characterization by the small fraction of surface sites. For

example, typical high surface area (A = 800 m2/g) mesopor-

ous silicas have a concentration of only 0.01�1.5 mmol/g

(0.002�0.3mmol/mL) of surface functionalities, 1 or 2 orders

of magnitude less than in a bulkmolecular organic solid. The

problembecomesworseas the surface areaof thematerial or

the density of surface sites is reduced (Figure 1).

Despite the challenge of low sensitivity, there is great

interest in developingNMR for the characterization of surfaces.

Following the development of modern cross-polarization ma-

gic angle spinning solid-state NMR experiments (CPMAS), it

was soon realized that solid-state NMR could be a powerful

probe of surface structure. In the early 1980s, Maciel and co-

workers demonstrated that cross-polarization (CP) could be

used to selectively observe NMR signals associated with the

surface of silica.2,3 Surface selective static CP experiments on

metal oxides were also demonstrated by Ellis and Oldfied for

quadrupolar 27Al and 17O nuclei, respectively.4,5 CPMAS ex-

periments were used for the acquisition of 13C and 31P spectra

of molecules immobilized on polymer and silica surfaces.3,6

With such spectra, it is often possible to determine the distribu-

tion of atomic environments, follow chemical transformations,

probe dynamics, and propose structural models.

The characterization of single-site heterogeneous cata-

lysts with solid-state NMR is a large focus of our research

groups.7�12 For highly receptive NMR nuclei (e.g., 1H, 19F,

and 31P), the chemical structure, connectivity, and spatial

proximity of surface species can be probedwithmultidimen-

sional correlation experiments.12,13 Pulse sequences which

directly detect signals from dilute nuclei with nuclear spin I=

1/2 (e.g., 13C, 15N, 29Si) or quadrupolar nuclei (I > 1/2) are

well established.13,14 However, they are difficult to apply to

surfaces since days of signal averaging are typically required

for basic 1D spectra, unless the sample is isotopically

labeled, or fast MAS rates (νrot > 30 kHz) and indirect

detection are applied.15 Indirect detection provides sensitiv-

ity enhancements of up to an order of magnitude; however,

this is still insufficient to enable rapid characterization of

many surface species.

The most promising techniques for improving the sensitiv-

ity of NMR experiments involve hyper-polarization of the

nuclear spin states. Nuclei residing at surfaces have previously

been hyper-polarized by reacting the surface with para-

hydrogen16 or by contacting optically polarized 129Xe gas

with the surface.17 Alternative signal detection schemes such

as microcoils,18 or magnetic resonance atomic force micro-

scopy19 have also been explored for thin films or surfaces.

One intriguing possibility for further increasing the sensi-

tivity of solid-state NMR experiments on surface species is

dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP).20 In a DNP experiment,

the large polarization of unpaired electrons is transferred to

surrounding nuclei providing a maximum theoretical DNP

enhancement (ε) of γe/γx, where γe and γx are the gyromag-

netic ratios of the electron and the polarized nucleus, re-

spectively (∼658 for 1H). Enhancements are usually between

10 and 200; however, even modest signal enhancements

can translate into spectacular reductions in experiment

times, as the amount of time required for signal averaging

is inversely proportional to the square of the enhancement.

Herewe discuss howDNP can be applied to enhance surface

NMR signals in an approach referred to as DNP surface

enhanced NMR spectroscopy (DNP SENS).

A Brief History of DNP, and Basic Aspects of
Modern High-Field DNP Experiments
The theory of DNP was developed by Overhauser in the

1950s and experimentally observed immediately after for

FIGURE 1. Some functional materials and their typical surface areas.
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lithiummetal by Slichter.21,22 This discovery lead to research

into the spin physics of DNP in the 1960s which in turn lead

to the application of DNP to materials such as coal, silicon,

and diamond thin films, into the 1990s.23�25 In these

experiments, the source of polarization was usually intrinsic

to the sample. The introduction of high field superconduct-

ing magnets around this time dramatically increased NMR

sensitivity and resolution, and consequently, interest in

DNP experiments waned because of their limitation to low

magnetic fields (<3.5 T).

In the early 1990s, Griffin and co-workers introduced

gyrotrons as high-power microwave sources suitable for

DNP experiments at high magnetic fields (>5 T)26 and

combined them with cryogenic MAS probe technology for

experiments below100K.27 The combination of high power

gyrotrons and low sample temperatures facilitates more

complete saturation of the EPR transitions and can yield

large DNP enhancements at highmagnetic field. The idea of

adding an external polarization source (a stable organic

radical) was invoked early on,28�30 but the full potential

was only realized with the introduction of efficient biradical

polarizing agents.31 With such systems, εH > 20 can today

routinely be obtained at 9.4 T.

The work of the Griffin group and the recent availability

of commercial DNP solid-state NMR instruments32 has re-

cently lead to the application of DNP to many biomolecular

systems. In such experiments, the biomolecule is usually

dissolved or suspended in a radical containing water-glycerol

solution (Figure 2A). This solution is then transferred to a rotor

and cooled to ∼100 K. Glycerol serves as a cryo-protectant,

preventing aggregation of the radical or crystallization upon

freezing. Spectra of the sample are then acquired with

continuous wave (CW) microwave irradiation that drives the

DNP effect, enhancing the NMR signal.20

Dynamic Nuclear Polarization Surface
Enhanced NMR Spectroscopy
Our interest in the characterization of catalyst materials led

us to develop a DNP solid-state NMR method for the char-

acterization of surfaces and materials.33 Our aim was to

develop a general method by focusing on intrinsically

radical free materials. The key to enabling DNP for these

systems is to bring an exogeneous radical solution into

contact with surfaces without diluting the sample. We used

the incipient wetness impregnation technique,34 to impreg-

nate porous and particulate materials with just enough

radical containing solution to fill the porous volume

(Figure 2B) or uniformly wet the surface of particulate

materials (Figure 2C). For mesoporous silica materials, typi-

cally only 10 μL of radical solution is required to impregnate

(and fill the porous volume) of around12mgofmaterial. The

elementary steps in DNP SENS are schematically illustrated

in Figure 3. Proton spin diffusion uniformly distributes the

enhanced proton polarization and CP is then used to

FIGURE 2. Schematics of methods for introducing stable radicals into
systems for DNP solid-state NMR experiments. Green spheres represent
target analytes, red lines indicate surface nucleiwhichmaybe polarized,
red ellipsoids represent stable biradicals, the blue background repre-
sents a solvent or inert organicmatrix, and yellow represents core nuclei
of materials which are usually not polarized. (A) Bulk solution. (B)
Impregnated porous material. (C) A granular/nonporous material im-
pregnated with radical solution. Both (B) and (C) are used for DNP SENS.

FIGURE 3. (A) Schematic (not to scale) model of DNP SENS for porous
materials. A stable radical is introduced into the pores by impregnation.
Enhanced polarization is transferred to the protons of the solvent and
organic functionalities. CP is then used to transfer the enhanced
polarization to dilute spins such as 13C. (B) Typical polarizing agents
used for DNP.
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selectively polarize surface nuclei. However, nuclei too close

to radicals will not be observed due to paramagnetic

quenching (vide infra). This impregnation DNP technique

has the advantage that it is extremely simple, and there is

usually no dilution of the amount of solid material in the

rotor (often the powdered sample is slightly compacted).

Initial DNP SENS experiments focused on phenol function-

alized mesoporous silica having ca. 0.5 μmol phenol

moieties/mg (MatPhOH, Figure 4B).33 With conventional

NMR, acquisition of 1D 13C CPMAS spectra at natural isotopic

abundance typically requires a half day. DNP SENS yielded

εH ∼25 (defined as the ratio of signal intensities of spectra

acquired with and without microwave irradiation) and the

proton DNP enhancement was then transferred to the

surface carbon nuclei by CP. This enabled the acquisition

of natural abundance 13C CPMAS spectra in only 0.5 h. This

allowed for the observation of all the aromatic resonances

of the phenol groups as well as byproducts and remaining

templating surfactant. The signal enhancement from DNP

SENS also enabled the rapid acquisition (4 h) of 2D dipolar
1H�13C HETCOR spectra of MatPhOH.

29Si DNP SENS CPMAS spectra of a variety of function-

alized mesoporous and nanoparticulate silica materials

were subsequently obtained (Figure 4D)35 in only 0.5 h with

high enough sensitivity to allow for observation of the

surface functionalized silicon T sites (see below). 1H�29Si

dipolar HETCOR spectra were also acquired in minutes

demonstrating the sensitivity enhancement provided by

DNP SENS. Lafon et al. subsequently demonstrated that

impregnation in conjunction with direct 29Si DNP enables

observation of bulk silica sites.36

DNP SENSwas also demonstrated for quadrupolar nuclei.37

Figure 4E shows the 27Al DNP SENS CPMAS spectra of

γ-alumina, with εAl CP ∼20. Since magnetization transfer by

CP, necessary for surface selectivity, is usually very inefficient

for quadrupolar nuclei,14 low temperature DNP is especially

beneficial here. DNP SENS enabled the rapid acquisition of a

2D CP multiple quantum magic angle spinning (MQMAS)

spectrum. The same approach has recently been applied

to the characterization of mesoporous alumina.38

Quantifying Sensitivity Enhancements
ε is of direct importance in evaluating the DNP process, but it

is not necessarily relevant to assess the sensitivity enhance-

ment provided with respect to a conventional NMR

experiment.39 It is this “overall sensitivity enhancement”

(Σ) that is of real importance when evaluating the technique

for the chemist. To quantify the gain in sensitivity provided

by 100 K DNP SENS experiments, as compared to room

temperature experiments, the 29Si CPMAS signal per unit

mass of MatPhOH impregnated with TOTAPOL solutions

of varying concentrationwasmeasured (Figure 5).40 The 29Si

CP DNP enhancement (εSi CP) was found to peak at a value

of 40 for a TOTAPOL concentration of 16 mM. However,

FIGURE4. (A) CP pulse sequence used to acquireDNP SENS spectrawith
microwave irradiation to drive DNP. (B) Schematic structures of the
hybridmesoporous silicamaterial (MatPhOH) and a chemical structure
of the surface (right) with the assignment of the relevant carbon and
silicon resonances. (C) 13C and (D) 29Si CPMAS spectra of MatPhOH
impregnated with TOTAPOL in D2O/H2O 90:10 solution acquired with
(upper spectra) and without (lower spectra) microwave irradiation. (E)
27Al DNP SENS spectra of γ-alumina impregnated with TOTAPOL D2O/
H2O 90:10 solution. Adapted from refs 33, 35, and 37.
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the largest absolute signal per unit mass was obtained for

12 mM TOTAPOL, for which εSi CP was only 32. Larger signal

per unit mass was obtained at lower radical concentration,

indicating that the radicals are proximate to parts of the silica

surface (Figure 5E). The signal loss is quantified by the

quenching factor, θSi, which is calculated by comparing the

signal per unit mass from materials impregnated with

pure water and TOTAPOL solutions.40 For example, at 16

mM TOTAPOL, θSi was 0.20, indicating that ∼80% of the

surface 29Si NMR signal was rendered unobservable by the

radical.

In order to assess the potential gain (or loss) in sensitivity

from the DNP experiment, the combined effects of εSi CP, θSi,

and the acceleration of proton longitudinal relaxation rates

by the radical should be taken into account. For experiments

at∼105 K, there will also be additional thermal (Boltzmann)

enhancement of theNMR signal by a factor 2.8 as compared

to room temperature. The overall sensitivity enhancement

can thus be expressed as:40

∑†

Si CP
¼ 298K

105K

� �
(θSi)(εSi CP)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T1degassed
T1DNP

s

A maximum Σ†
Si CP of 42 was found for MatPhOH

impregnated with 12 mM TOTAPOL. Other factors and

methods for measuring DNP sensitivity enhancements

have also been proposed.41,42

Nonaqueous Solvents for DNP SENS
Initial DNP SENS experiments used aqueous TOTAPOL solu-

tions as the polarizingmedium. However, aqueous solutions

prevent the application of DNP SENS tomanymaterials (with

hydrophobic surfaces or reactive centers for instance).

Therefore, we investigated the possibility of using non-

aqueous solvents for DNP.43 The bTbK biradical44 was first

used as a polarization source for organic solvents, since it

provides higher enhancements than TOTAPOL (vide infra)

and is highly soluble in most organic solvents. A series of

solvents were screened with the assumption that for the

solution to provide efficient DNP it had to be fully frozen at

100 K, and have a low 1H concentration (<30 M). Solvents

should also be inert toward both the radical and the analyte.

Eight solvents were found to give good DNP enhancements,

in particular 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (TCE) and other halo-

genated solvents. The halogenated solvents also usually

possess only a few distinct carbon sites in their NMR spectra,

minimizing overlap with analyte resonances. In general,

solvents with high proton concentrations and/or methyl

groups gave lower enhancements.

Improved Polarizing Agents
The DNP efficiency of the radical polarization source is a

crucial factor in overall sensitivity, and it is important for low

sensitivity applications on surfaces. Griffin and co-workers

demonstrated that higher DNP enhancements can be

FIGURE 5. (A) 29Si CPMAS NMR spectra of MatPhOH impregnated with TOTAPOL solutions of varying concentration. The quenching factor (θSi)
is listed next to each spectrum. (B) εSi CP and (C) θSi plotted as a function of TOTAPOL concentration. (D) The overall 29Si sensitivity enhancement with
(Σ†

Si CP) and without (ΣSi CP) Boltzmann enhancement. Dashed lines are added to guide the eye. (E) A schematic showing the distribution of radicals
within MatPhOH. Radicals near to the surface induce quenching, reducing the magnitude of the 29Si (and 13C) NMR signal. Adapted from ref 40.
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obtained by employing specially engineered biradicals, such

as TOTAPOL, that take advantage of the cross effect (CE)

mechanism.31,45 In the model for the CE mechanism, a

radical with Larmor frequency ωe1 is saturated, while a

second electron at Larmor frequency ωe2 is not irradiated;

the resulting difference in the polarization of the two electrons

drives the DNP process, provided the frequency difference

betweenωe1 andωe2 is equal to the nuclear Larmor frequency

ω0: |ωe1 � ωe2| = ω0. Proton spin diffusion can then distribute

the polarization throughout the sample.20 A further advance

in biradical design was realized when Tordo, Griffin, and

co-workers introduced bTbK, a rigid biradical with constrained

orientations of the nitroxides (Figure 5).44 bTbK was observed

to provide larger εH than TOTAPOL.

The biradical bCTbK was introduced with the notion of

increasing DNP efficiency through longer electron relaxa-

tion times.46 For nitroxides in glassy solvents at 100 K

electron relaxation rates decrease as the molecular mass/

volume of the radicals is increased.47 bCTbK (Figure 6) has a

molecularmass 1.4 times greater than bTbK, while retaining

the favorable orientation of the two nitroxides. Both the

effective transverse and longitudinal electron relaxation

times for bCTbK in TCE at 100 K were found to be ∼1.7

times longer than those for bTbK. The improved saturation

of the EPR transitions afforded by the longer electronic

relaxation timesof bCTbKprovides εH values of∼100,which

are 4 times larger than for bTbK (Figure 6). The high εH for

bCTbK enables the complete and expeditious characteriza-

tion of surface species in functionalized materials.

Probing the Surfaces of Porous Materials
Figure 7 shows 29Si DNP SENS spectra of a mesostructured

organic�inorganic hybrid. A critical parameter, which

determines the stability of such a material, is the topology

of the linkages between the organic and inorganic parts.

For silica-based materials 29Si chemical shifts depend on

the number (n) of coordinating oxygen atoms bound to a

second silicon atom and the number of organic fragments

per Si atom (Qn-sites bound to 4 oxygens, Tn-sites bound to 3

oxygens and 1 carbon, andDn-sites bound to 2 oxygens and 2

carbons). Figure 7 shows this formaterials containing phenol

functionalities prepared through two routes: (i) the organic

functionality is incorporated into the silica matrix during the

synthesis of the material in the presence of a structure

directing agent (direct synthesis)48,49 or (ii) the organic

moiety is grafted onto a previously prepared silica material,

here SBA (postgrafting). Both materials have a SBA-like

structure with large pores (∼6 nm) and contain ∼0.5 μmol/mg

phenol. With εSi CP of 21, only 3 h were needed to obtain

spectra of sufficient quality for quantitative evaluation of

the T site distribution (Figure 7).35 For the direct synthesis,

besides Q signals resulting from the silica matrix, the major

signal corresponds to T3, with a shoulder associated

with minor amounts of T2, showing the high level of

condensation of the hybrid material. In contrast, with the

postgrafting synthesis, the major sites are T2 and the minor

sites are mainly associated with T1 (monografted) and T0
(adsorbed species).

The drastic sensitivity gains from DNP SENS enables

monitoring of the surface postfunctionalization of a series

of hybrid materials with multinuclear CPMAS spectra, as

illustrated in Figure 8.46 With bCTbK, εH > 70 was obtained,

decreasing the experiment time by a factor∼5000. Notably,

this enabled the rapid acquisition of natural abundance
1H�15N CPMAS and 2D CP-HETCOR spectra (14 h each) for

FIGURE 6. (A) Structures of bCTbK (upper) and bTbK (lower). 1H DNP
MAS spectra of MatPhOH impregnated with TCE solutions of bCTbK
(upper) and bTbK (lower). Adapted from ref 46.

FIGURE 7. 29Si DNP SENS of different phenol functionalized mesopor-
ous materials: (A) hybrid material (10 240 scans, 2.8 h) for which the
organic phenol moiety has been directly incorporated by a sol�gel
process, and (B) mesoporous material obtained by postgrafting the
phenolic units onto a SBA-15 matrix (26 624 scans, 7.4 h). The signals
around 20 ppm correspond to surface SiMe3 groups. (C) Structures of the
T2, T3, Q3 and Q4 species present on the surfaces. Adapted from ref 35.
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functionalities present at 1.2 μmol/mg (0.24 mmol/mL).

Characteristic changes in the NMR spectra, reflecting the

sequential chemical transformations, were observed for the

series of systems. It was even possible to observe residual

azido functionalities in the 15N spectra, suggesting that a

small (possibly inaccessible) fraction of surface sites is un-

reactive. The series of HETCOR spectra enabled the connec-

tivity of the propyl-imidazolium moiety to be mapped.

In addition to the oxide based materials discussed

above, DNP SENS was demonstrated to enhance NMR

sensitivity for metal�organic framework (MOF) materials.50

(In)-MIL-68 type MOFs (1�3) with functionalized organic

linkers (Figure 9A) have pore diameters of∼1.6 nm. Despite

the much smaller pore sizes, which are similar in size to the

bTbK biradical, impregnation could still deliver polarizing

mixture into the pores of 1 and 2. However, εC CP for the

solvent and MOF resonances was observed to steadily in-

crease as the impregnated materials were allowed for rest,

likely due to slow diffusion of the bTbK radical into the

material. For1and2, εC CP>12wasobtained,which translated

into Σ ∼3.5. The relatively low Σ was due to paramagnetic

quenching of the NMR signal, however, high signal-to-noise

ratio 13C CPMAS could still be acquired in minutes, and the

intensity of the 13C resonances was reflective of the sub-

stitution pattern and stoichiometry of the linkers.

For 3, a difference in the enhancement was observed for

the solvent (εC CP =26) and theMOFmaterial (εC CP =4.8). The

proline groups of 3 block the radical from entering the

material. Therefore, for 3, the radical was restricted to the

surface of the MOF particles (∼300 nm diameter from SEM

FIGURE 8. (A) Structure, (B) 13C (C) 15N DNP SENS CPMAS spectra of materials Mat-PrN3, Mat-PrNH2, andMat-PrIm. (D) 1H�13C, 1H�15N, 1H�29Si DNP
SENS two-dimensionalHETCOR spectra ofMat-PrIm. Theopen circles indicate byproducts or incomplete conversion from theprevious synthetic steps.
1D and 2D 15N DNP SENS spectra were acquired with total experiment times of 14 h. Adapted from ref 46.
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images) and enhanced polarization entered into the MOF

crystallites by spin diffusion fromprotons at the surface. This

provides a modest DNP enhancement (εC CP = 4.8) but

translates into a substantial sensitivity enhancement (Σ =

5.8) by eliminating paramagnetic quenching by excluding

the radicals. This enabled the expedient acquisition (10.6 h)

of a 1H�13C dipolar HETCOR spectrumwith enough signal to

observe the presence of the dilute proline groups, confirm-

ing their incorporation into the framework (Figure 9E). For

1�3 natural abundance 15N CP/MAS spectra were also

acquired in times from 20 min to 5 h.

Conclusions and Future Directions
In summary, we have recently demonstrated how impreg-

nation DNP can enhance the sensitivity of solid-state NMR

for characterization of surfaces, leading to the DNP SENS

technique. This approach can readily be applied to both

porous and nonporous solids such as oxide-basedmaterials.

With the development of improved polarizing agents such

as bCTbK, sensitivity enhancements >70 can now be routi-

nely obtained, which translates into an acceleration of the

acquisition time by 5000. This enables the complete and

expedient characterization of high surface area materials

with natural abundance 13C, 15N, and 29Si solid-state NMR

experiments. In the future, the combination of DNP SENS

and isotopic labeling could enable experiments on very low

surface area materials (<50 m2/g). We have also recently

demonstrated that impregnation DNP can be applied to

micrometer size organic solids,51 enabling DNP enhanced

NMR of ordinary solids.
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